
Envisioning Workshop Briefing
Build, plan, and execute your business transformation strategies with the exciting and innovative Catalyst IDEA framework from Microsoft and Inciper

This short session will walk you through the workshop activities, and brief you on preparation activities and attendees:
• The Envisioning workshops give you the opportunity to meet our team of experts who will review your short and long-term business objectives. 
• We work through a series of mutual discovery and visualisation exercises to strengthen your objectives and build a roadmap.
• The outcome is a clear roadmap that defines how to incrementally enable the digital transformation of your organisation based on your priorities.

Inciper and Microsoft are committed to enabling you to discover your full digital potential and reach your business goals. As part of this commitment this offer may be eligible 
for Microsoft funding up to 100% of the value of our Inspire Offer, depending on the scope of the activities.
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It has never been more important for businesses like yours to ensure your growth continuity, sustainability, and stability. You need to make sure you have the right tools to empower 
your employees to work remotely and provide innovative and intuitive digital solutions to help drive intelligent decision making. 

Building your transformation strategy with Inciper Catalyst consultancy services is a proven and powerful approach to innovation.

This 1 hour briefing session will introduce you to the Catalyst IDEA Framework (Inspire, Design, Empower and Achieve), and the focus of the Inspire Phase - The Envisioning 
Workshops.

About Inciper: Inciper are a leading Microsoft Partner, passionate about driving business excellence for its clients, using Microsoft Dynamics 365 technology as a platform for 
growth to drive digital transformation

In the digital age, modern businesses demand measurable results and continual improvement. These evolving needs have brought with them a new era of Microsoft Dynamics 
implementation. Inciper is a new breed of company, created to deliver our clients fast results in this digital age. Instead of long, expensive and resource-heavy ERP and CRM 
implementations that disrupt your whole business, our approach using Microsoft Dynamics 365 and the Power Platform delivers value to your business at internet speed.


